THE KEY TO AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE IS QUITE LITERALLY A KEY.

THE ABSOLUTE OPPOSITE OF ORDINARY / MASERATI.US

INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW MASERATI GHIBLI WITH 8-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION AND AVAILABLE Q4 INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE WITH A 404 HP, V6 ENGINE. STARTS AT $66,900.
More To Explore™
It doesn’t get better than this. More than 350 stores plus your favorite dining spots and family-friendly fun. This isn’t just shopping, this is The Mills.

FASHION. FOOD. FUN.

J.CREW  TORY BURCH  DIESEL  UGG® AUSTRALIA  NEIMAN MARCUS LAST CALL  BURBERRY  JIMMY CHOO  COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR  NIKE FACTORY STORE  CALVIN KLEIN

SAWGRASS MILLS®
A SIMON CENTER

Bring this ad to Simon Guest Services to receive a free coupon book worth hundreds of dollars in savings.

JUST 30 MIN. FROM FORT LAUDERDALE, OFF I-595 W AT FLAMINGO RD. FOR SHUTTLE INFO, CALL +1(954) 838-1039.
COME LIVE THE
“CAREFREE” LIFESTYLE

WHY CHOOSE CAREFREE BOAT CLUB?
Unlimited Boat Usage. With the Best Availability, the Best Variety of Boats, and the Best Locations.

OVER 30+ BOATS | FISHING, CRUISING & SKI BOATS | UNLIMITED USAGE
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS | TRAINING PROVIDED | NO MAINTENANCE | NO INSURANCE
NO CLEANING | NO REPAIR COSTS | NO STORAGE FEES

1-877.790.2628 | WWW.CAREFREEBOATSFL.COM
FORT. LAUDERDALE, POMPMANO BEACH & AVENTURA
CELEBRATING
25 YEARS OF
SERVICE

Become a Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale individual or corporate supporter by placing your name or company’s name on a colorful banner along the Riverwalk Park.

The Riverwalk Arts & Entertainment District currently attracts 1.5 million visitors yearly and continues to grow.

RESERVE YOUR BANNER TODAY!
Call Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale
(954) 468-1541, ext. 200
or e-mail
brandon@goriverwalk.com
OFFICIAL FERRARI DEALER

Ferrari of Fort Lauderdale

Passion and innovation. They are at the heart of every vehicle that bears the Prancing Horse emblem and are the driving force behind everything we do at Ferrari of Fort Lauderdale. Indulging the requests of our clients is always our highest priority. Whether you are new to the Ferrari family or a devoted enthusiast, the team at Ferrari of Fort Lauderdale shares your appreciation for exceptional performance – on the road and on the track.

We invite you to experience the latest innovations from Maranello, born out of an unparalleled racing heritage. Among our products sure to increase your heart rate is the revolutionary FF. Featured above, the FF is the first production Ferrari to offer a four-wheel drive system and includes Ferrari’s exclusive 7-Year Genuine Maintenance Program.
YOU HAVE A FAVORITE NEIGHBORHOOD GOLF COURSE. A FAVORITE RESTAURANT. A FAVORITE FISHING SPOT.

NOW LET’S TALK HOSPITALS.

It’s not a choice you want to make in an emergency. And it’s not just about emergencies. Because a good hospital can be an invaluable healthcare resource. And with Broward Health Imperial Point, you’re getting all the resources of Broward Health – one of the nation’s largest health systems, with more than 30 integrated healthcare facilities and nearly 10,000 medical professionals. The fact that we’re right here in the neighborhood? That’s just icing on the cake.

Men’s Health Program • Senior Care
Certified Primary Stroke Center • Emergency Services
Minimally Invasive Endocrine Surgery Center • Outpatient Center
Surgical Eye Center • Surgery Center
Center for Wound Care and Hyperbaric Medicine
Robotic Surgery • Orthopedics and Sports Medicine Program
Wellness Center • Physical Therapy Program
Interventional Radiology • Behavioral Health Services

BrowardHealth.org/BHIP
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In Partnership With
LOOK GORGEOUS,
BE HEALTHY
USING AND RETAILING
ALL ORGANIC AVEDA PRODUCTS

OVER 15 YEARS OF PURELY ORGANIC TREATMENTS & PRODUCTS!

Experienced Staff Providing:
- Body Massages
- Serenity Aveda Facials
- Hair Removal
- Body Scrubs / Body Wraps
- Manicures & Pedicures

SUMMERS AT Serenity
Keep calm & cool with a Rosemary Mint Body Wrap.
A deluxe, full body, dry exfoliation. Skin is then toned & moisturized.
Summer refreshment at it's finest ONLY $69 regularly $88.
We Look Forward To Indulging You!

Serenity Aveda Day Spa
FT. LAUDERDALE'S ONLY AVEDA DAY SPA SINCE 1999!
1019 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304 | 954-525-7774 | SERENITYAVEDA.COM
Throughout this issue, you will read about how new technology shapes our work and play ... how our City’s technology businesses work and expand to service our needs. In fact, technology itself is a growing industry for business in our Downtown. Also in this issue is an article on the recreational side of technology showcasing how mass produced tech adds to our options for play: for those of us who want to view our City from dizzying heights and share that experience with untold numbers on the Internet.

At the other end of the spectrum are the low-tech joys in life, or, I would say, the pure joys. For example, sitting by the New River and watching the day (or at least an hour) go by. To enhance that experience, Riverwalk is proud to have unveiled the long awaited artistic sailboats, which, as many of you may recall, are part of a citywide public art initiative called Full Sails. Local artists spent a year creating different art on prototype sailboat sculptures, which were placed throughout the City in a celebration of public art and the symbol of our City.

We at Riverwalk are pleased to announce that three of these sailboats will be permanently displayed along the Riverwalk. And two of the sailboats have just been installed on the north side of the River. In addition to the sailboats, local artist Nadine Floyd created a magnificent sculpture of a giant fish, also to line the walk.

So as you run, cycle, stroll or exercise along the Riverwalk, keep your eyes open for the land-based sailboats. We hope when you see them, you enjoy the creative and whimsical choices our artists have chosen for the sculptures and that they make your time on the Riverwalk that much more enjoyable.

If you’re lucky, you may see a drone swoop down for a look as well. See you on the Riverwalk.
Artfully uniting extraordinary homes with extraordinary lives.

ONE | Sotheby's International Realty
Kristen Mathiesen | Estate Agent
ONE Sotheby's International Realty
Sports & Entertainment Division
Ben Moss Group
954.258.3787
kmathiesen@onesotheybysrealty.com
401 East Las Olas Suite 100, Fort Lauderdale, FL

Serving Broward, Dade & Palm Beach County. Buying | Selling | Leasing | Investing.
Learning from the past and planning ahead … both invaluable tools in improving a project. Over the years, Riverwalk and Downtown have initiated a number of reviews, plans, visions and forecasts — all based on information available at the time and looking ahead. One thing that sometimes falls through the cracks is assessing achievements and failures and finding remedies for going forward.

More than 25 years ago, construction of Riverwalk was a desire, a vision and a plan. Over those years, it has evolved into a beautiful pedestrian walkway along the New River in Downtown, with the New River being Fort Lauderdale’s first “street” of commerce and transportation. This vibrant walkway continues to grow with the increase in density through urban living in the core of our Downtown and the hub of major businesses that support our economy and provide our entertainment.

In looking ahead, we found a lack of up-to-date documentation as to how the Riverwalk was constructed, augmented, revitalized and in some cases, not completed. This created a difficult obstacle for planning.

Since last fall, Riverwalk, in conjunction with Cadence Planning + Designing Living Environments, embarked on the mission to collect and compile drawings and plans that define this valuable City treasure. With miles of drawings, files, walks, sketches, measurements and surveys, the product is now complete and with great success and attention to detail. We congratulate and thank Cadence for a spectacular success.

As a tool, this set of documents will help us review existing locations and allows and encourages design and enhancements in other areas along Riverwalk. It lets us understand what currently works, how it may be removed or improved, and creates a living palette for continued enhancement and activation of this valued public asset.

“Planning (also called forethought) is the process of thinking about and organizing the activities required to achieve a desired goal. Planning involves the creation and maintenance of a plan. An important, albeit often ignored aspect of planning, is the relationship it holds with forecasting. Forecasting can be described as predicting what the future will look like, whereas planning predicts what the future should look like. Public policy planning includes environmental, land use, regional, urban and spatial planning” as defined by Wikipedia.
Love is life’s greatest adventure.

Specializing in breathtaking honeymoons, destination weddings, anniversary celebrations and romantic travel.

To book your Romantic Travel Experience today, please contact us at 954.456.0419 or email info@IDoRomance.com.
NEW LISTING
ASHLEY NORTH
LARGEST ASHLEY MODEL IN THE BUILDING. THIS 3 BEDROOM, 3.5 BATH RESIDENCE WITH OVER 2,960+ SQ. FT. HAS MANY CUSTOM FINISHES THROUGHOUT. FEATURES 18X36 POLISHED MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREAS, WOOD FLOORING IN THE BEDROOMS, A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH POGGENPOHL CABINETRY AND AN OVERSIZED TERRACE WITH DIRECT VIEWS OF THE RIVER. $1,150,000.

JUST SOLD
CHAMPAGNE SOUTH
WONDERFUL VIEWS OF THE OCEAN, RIVER & CITY FROM THIS 2 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH MODEL. FEATURES INCLUDE MARBLE FLOORS, POGGENPOHL CABINETRY, THERMADOR DOUBLE OVENS & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS.

JUST SOLD
CHAMPAGNE SOUTH
PHENOMENAL OCEAN, RIVER, INTRACOASTAL & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS MAGNIFICENT 2BR/2.5BATH + COMPUTER ROOM. FEATURES INCLUDE HARD WOOD FLOORS THROUGHOUT, A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH FULL GRANITE BACK SPLASH, POGGENPOHL CABINETRY & 2 SPACIOUS TERRACES.

JUST SOLD
BRADFORD SOUTH
HIGH FLOOR 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM DIRECTLY ON THE RIVER WITH A LARGE TERRACE THAT OFFERS OUTSTANDING VIEWS. FEATURES A GOURMET KITCHEN, MARBLE FLOORS & APPROX. 1,630+ SQ. FT.

PRICE REDUCED
BRADFORD SOUTH
WATCH THE YACHTS FROM THIS 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH RESIDENCE. THE SPACIOUS TERRACE OFFERS STUNNING DIRECT RIVER VIEWS. FEATURES MARBLE FLOORS THROUGHOUT & A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH POGGENPOHL CABINETRY. $755,000.

JUST SOLD
BRADFORD SOUTH
THIS HIGH FLOOR MODEL. FEATURES SPECTACULAR RIVER, OCEAN & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH BRADFORD FLOOR PLAN. ALSO FEATURES 21X21 MARBLE FLOORS, UPGRADED.

NEW LISTING
BRADFORD SOUTH
STUNNING VIEWS OF THE RIVER FROM THIS 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH RESIDENCE. FEATURES MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH A TILED BACKSPLASH. $755,000.

UNDER CONTRACT
BRADFORD SOUTH
DIRECTLY ON THE RIVER, 2BR/2BATH WITH A LARGE TERRACE. FEATURES A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH POGGENPOHL CABINETRY, GRANITE COUNTERTOPS, THERMADOR DOUBLE OVENS, A SUB-ZERO FRIDGE, MEILE DISHWASHER.

UNDER CONTRACT
LEXINGTON
EXQUISITELY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH WITH FABULOUS EAST & WEST CITY & RIVER VIEW! MARBLE & Bразilian WALNUT FLOORS. ELEGANT LIGHT FIXTURES, OVERSIZED WASHER & STEAM DRYER, TOO MANY UPGRADES TO LIST, MUST SEE!

JUST SOLD
LEXINGTON
DESIRABLE HIGH FLOOR 2BR/2.5BATH. GOURMET KITCHEN WITH STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM FACES SOUTH & OFFERS AMAZING VIEWS!

PRICE REDUCED
LEXINGTON
PANORAMIC RIVER & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS 2 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH RESIDENCE. FEATURES INCLUDE AN ELEGANTLY DECORATED PRIVATE ELEVATOR FOYER, MARBLE & WOOD FLOORING, PLANTATION SHUTTERS, & CROWN MOLDING. ALSO FEATURES A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH GRANITE COUNTERS & A WINE COOLER. $735,000.

JUST SOLD
LEXINGTON
HIGHEST FLOOR CHELSEA W/STUNNING VIEWS OF THE RIVER & CITY. UPGRADES INCLUDE WOOD & MARBLE FLOORS.

UNDER CONTRACT
CHELSEA
STUNNING RIVER & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR SPLIT FLOOR PLAN 2BR/2BATH UNIT. AVAILABLE FULLY FURNISHED!

FEATURED PROPERTIES FOR LEASE
SOHO
1 BEDROOM SUITE
TURNKEY - MOVE RIGHT INTO THIS LARGE 1 BR/1,5BATH RESIDENCE! CONTEMPORARY INTERIOR FINISHES, TRAVERTINE FLOORS, $539,000.

SOHO 2BR/2BATH: ANNUAL, Furnished, River Views. $4,600.

NEW LISTING
LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. OUTSTANDING VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. 24X24 JERUSALEM STONE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREAS & CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS. 5-STAR BUILDING AMENITIES $919,000.

UNDER CONTRACT
LEXINGTON
THIS MAGNIFICENT RESIDENCE HAS OVER 2,700 SQ. FT. OF LIVING SPACE & A VERY SPACIOUS WRAP AROUND TERRACE. 3 BEDROOMS, 3.5 BATHS WITH PANORAMIC CITY VIEWS FROM EVERY ROOM. FEATURES A GOURMET KITCHEN WITH SNAIDERO CABINETRY, STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERS.

LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. STUNNING RIVER & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. OVER 2,960+SQ. FT. HAS MANY CUSTOM FINISHES THROUGHOUT. FEATURES MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN W/FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. $899,000.

LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. OUTSTANDING VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN W/FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. $899,000.

LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. OUTSTANDING VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN W/FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. $899,000.

LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. OUTSTANDING VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN W/FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. $899,000.

LEXINGTON
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH LEXINGTON FLOOR PLAN. OUTSTANDING VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR UNIT. MARBLE FLOORS IN THE LIVING AREA, CARPET IN THE BEDROOMS & A GOURMET KITCHEN W/FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES & GRANITE COUNTERTOPS. $899,000.
# D’Angelo Realty Group

**BEST PRICED UNITS IN THE BUILDINGS, COME TAKE A LOOK!**

**CALL JOHN D’ANGELO AT: 954-494-5791**

---

### UNDER CONTRACT

**NU RIVER**

- **3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - BREATHTAKING PANORAMIC RIVER, OCEAN, & CITY VIEWS FROM THIS HIGH FLOOR CORNER UNIT, COMPLETELY REDONE WITH A NEW KITCHEN & BATHROOMS. LONG LIST OF UPGRADES. $675,000.

**THE SYMPHONY**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - CUSTOM INTERIOR BY A NYC DESIGN FIRM. ONE OF A KIND RESIDENCE HAS TONS OF UPGRADES, RENOVATED BATHROOMS, A STACKED STONE WALL IN THE LIVING ROOM, 1,690+ SQ. FT. MUST SEE! $669,000.

**RENTALS AVAILABLE**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - FULLY FURNISHED - TURNKEY! TOTALLY REMODELED N.E. CORNER UNIT WITH OUTSTANDING RIVER VIEWS. $665,000.

---

### JUST LISTED

**AQUA VISTA - 3BR/2BATH**

- SPECTACULAR CITY & OCEAN VIEWS.

**360 LAS CLAS PLACE**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - UPGRADED CORNER UNITS ON THE SAME FLOOR. $519,000.

**STARDUST**

- **STARDUST**
  - HIGH FLOOR, UPGRADED 2BR/2BATH W/FLEX SPACE FOR DEN/DINING. AMAZING RIVER, OCEAN & CITY VIEWS!

**RENTALS AVAILABLE**

- **3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - PRICE REDUCED: 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
  - FULLY UPGRADED CORNER UNIT WITH RIVER VIEWS. INCLUDES A HUGE STORAGE UNIT ON THE SAME FLOOR! $549,000.

---

### JUST SOLD

**THE SYMPHONY**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - **PRICE REDUCED**
    - 2BR/2BATH - $379,000
    - TWO BALCONIES, CITY & RIVER VIEWS.

**SHORESIDE - 2 BR/2Bath**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - **PRICE REDUCED**
    - 2BR/2BATH - $375,000
    - HARDWOOD & CARPET FLOORING.

---

### NEW LISTING

**309 LAS OLAS**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - **UNDER CONTRACT**
    - PRICE REDUCED: 2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
    - BEAUTIFUL 2BR/2BATH, FULLY FURNISHED. SPLIT PLAN WITH RIVER VIEWS. FROM THE TERRACE OF THIS RESIDENCE. $665,000.

**NEW LISTING**

- **3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - BEAUTIFULLY UPGRADE CORNER UNIT WITH RIVER VIEWS. INCLUDES A HUGE STORAGE UNIT ON THE SAME FLOOR!

---

### NEARLY SOLD

**AQUA VISTA - 3BR/2BATH**

- SPECTACULAR CITY & OCEAN VIEWS.

**360 LAS CLAS PLACE**

- **2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - PRICE REDUCED: 2 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
    - 2BR/2BATH - $375,000
    - 17X17 CERAMIC STONE FLOORING.

---

### RENTALS AVAILABLE

- **3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS**
  - **UNDER CONTRACT**
    - 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
      - PRICE REDUCED: 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
        - 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
          - 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
            - 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS
              - 3 BEDROOMS - 2 BATHROOMS

---

No warranty or representation, expressed or implied, is made as to the accuracy of the information contained herein and same is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions, withdrawal without notice, and to any special listing conditions imposed by our principals.
Imagine what it would be like to have a bowling alley in your company’s office. Or how about swing sets and foosball in the break room? What if you played in a video arcade before the big board meeting?

These are just some of the playful amenities at some of the offices of Silicon Valley startups. While these kinds of perks have yet to make their way here, the nontraditional office space has finally reached the Downtown market in recent years. These evolved spaces cater to the millennial cohort that prefers open office plans and playful amenities that spark the creative juices. While the standard office model used to give corner offices to executives and cubicle spaces for staff, today’s trend seeks to do away with hierarchy. The open office plan is intended to foster collaboration and promote transparency. Other trends include the preference of natural light over the fluorescent variety, along with many other aspects that LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified building techniques have introduced. The new office designs are modern with an industrial edge, using earth tones, as well as bold color palettes — no drab beige for these spaces. There are often plenty of couches with communal seating, warm lighting and plant life that help to make today’s work environments more organic and less sterile.

The emphasis on collaborative sharing expands to multiple businesses sharing office space as well. Startups and the self-employed need affordable space with low overhead and have found a niche in this new kind of office market. Even the top Class A markets are noticing the demand for smaller scale leases. The new 7 World Trade Center in Lower Manhattan now offers desk space for $450 per month for a minimum of six months.

Locally, Axis Space and CoLab are two such office sharing centers. CoLab is an eclectic space with a ping pong table that doubles as a conference table. The building counts Green Dot Holdings, Grind Coffee Project, Communis Creative Multi Media, Hot House of Design, Omn Inc., Rogue Marketers, Larry Schweiker, Esq. and Pop’s Corn as tenants. Axis Space just opened in May in the bottom floor of the Riverhouse on Las Olas. Sebastian Vela, “Community Chief,” explained “this space will not only be an office space, but a place to form a community of people that chose to surround themselves with people like them; to belong, to share, and to grow off each other. As one of our members or ‘igniters’ said, just because we don’t work for each other doesn’t mean we can’t work together,” Vela said. Axis Space plans on having around 150-plus tenants.

Other examples of Downtown companies with nontraditional work spaces include Helium Creative, Cadence, Zahn Development, and C&I Studios. These businesses chose industrial warehouse space with soft lighting, plenty of plants and an open plan layout, meaning there are no walls that divide employees. It’s little wonder that these businesses are led by a young set of creative entrepreneurs. Cadence and Zahn Development share their industrial loft space in Avenue Lofts and C&I Studios has an airstream trailer and shipping container in their warehouse. Now if they could just get that bowling alley … “
Only venue on the runway

Runway Cafe venue

Events • Weddings • Galas • Bar/Bat Mitzvahs • Fund Raisers • Corporate Functions • Not for Profit
5540 NW 21st Terrace • Ft. Lauderdale • 954.958.9900 • jetrunwaycafe.com
Technology and Innovation Help Us Help You
The New Fort Lauderdale: There’s An App for That

As the primary service provider to our neighbors, the City of Fort Lauderdale is constantly looking at technology and innovation as ways to improve customer service. The general public rarely thinks of government as being innovative or as embracing new technologies, but the City of Fort Lauderdale is doing just that.

The City’s Visioning process identified a clear call to reduce communication obstacles and simplify procedures to make it easier to do business with and in the City. Stakeholders wanted Fort Lauderdale to streamline operations and provide more support for the community. In response, the City has upgraded and updated its technology platforms so that services are in many cases accessible by smartphone or mobile device.

The City recently launched Lauderserv, a mobile application for facilitating neighbor requests. The new online system distributes service requests directly to the appropriate City staff person. The GIS mapping tool identifies the exact service location, which enables us to address concerns faster and more efficiently than ever. The smartphone app has been downloaded and used by more than 660 neighbors since we launched it to the public in June. More than 6,550 service requests have been logged since May 1, for a variety of needs ranging from sanitation service to flood mitigation. You can also use Lauderserv to access the City’s social media accounts and get beach conditions. Download the free Lauderserv app from the Apple App Store or Google Play today!

The City is also in the process of upgrading important software systems and transitioning to new technology platforms for improved efficiencies and better service delivery. These upgrades range from purchasing a new enterprise-wide software that bundles payroll, budgeting, general ledger, and purchasing functions to an updated software interface for tracking and managing development approvals, building permits and code compliance cases.

In the case of the latter, the planned OneSolution software upgrade scheduled for roll out in November will help the City track and manage development data, streamline reporting and automate time-sensitive processes. By storing and transferring information digitally we will reduce the amount of paperwork dealt with on a daily basis, allowing the City to eventually begin offering electronic plan review. This will allow builders and developers to submit their plans to be reviewed electronically and for City plan reviewers from multiple disciplines to review plans concurrently, thereby significantly speeding up the time between building permit application and issuance.

Technology is also enabling the City to go green. One of the ways we have done this is by going to paperless systems for employment applications and our payroll process. This not only saves paper and trees but also saves the City thousands of dollars each year. Our IT department has started utilizing virtual servers in place of traditional servers, saving the City on both infrastructure investment and maintenance as well as energy consumption.

For our neighbors, these technology improvements won’t necessarily be visible in the community. But as we become more comfortable with new operating software and systems, the strides gained in having a more efficient government will certainly pay off in higher-quality and quicker service, often for reduced costs. So if you want to apply for a job at the City or have a code complaint to file, we have an app for that.
NEW LUXURY RESIDENCES ON FORT LAUDERDALE BEACH

ABOVE AND BEYOND

The newest luxury residences nestled along a supremely private stretch of Fort Lauderdale’s powdery white sands, Paramount Fort Lauderdale Beach proudly claims sweeping views of the Atlantic’s glittering turquoise water & Intracoastal waterway.

95 luxury 2-4 bedroom residences with private elevators.

FEATURES:
- Ocean views from all units
- 10ft ceilings
- Private Elevator Entry
- One storage unit 4’ x 4’ x 10’
- Two parking spaces per unit
- Two year membership to our neighbor The Bonnet House Museums and Gardens

AMENITIES:
- 24-Hour Valet/Concierge/Security
- Infinity Edge Pool
- Private “island” Cabanas
- Sauna and Massage rooms
- State-of-Art Fitness center offering trances, fitness classes, and yoga

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PRE-CONSTRUCTION PRICING, PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

TERRI PERLINI TEAM

REBECCA BORDER
Realtor
954.232.2773
rebecca.border@floridamoves.com

TERRI PERLINI
Previews International Specialist
Top 1% Sales Agents Coldwell Banker Florida 100
International Presidents Premier Award 13 years
Legends Society Award 2013
954.385.3885 | 954.605.7653
www.terriperlini.com
terriperlini@gmail.com

ANA SEVERSON
Realtor
954.224.4080
ana.severson@floridamoves.com
Innovative Technology
Driving Fort Lauderdale’s Downtown Development into the Future

PHOTOGRAPHY JASON LEIDY

T he buzz in this issue of Go Riverwalk is technology, and even an admitted technophobe like me finds it interesting — and even a bit unsettling — to read about drones flying around our city’s urban environment. But what does technology have to do with development? Plenty, if you are talking about Downtown Fort Lauderdale in the 21st century.

Imagine trying to navigate the development process today without technology, and it is clear just how things have changed. Planners work on iPads in the field, attorneys and developers share potential parcels via Google maps on their smartphones, and land use regulations and codes are accessible in the cloud from any computer or handheld device 24/7.

Now, when geographic locations need to be pinpointed, comprehensive digital GIS and GPS mapping systems bring absolute certainty to site plans and boundary issues. And when it comes to putting those site plans and boundaries into a format that allows for the best viewing, gone are the days of vellum and pencil drawings submitted for review. Instead, complex CAD files have taken their place, with instantaneous changes possible at the touch of a keypad to create an almost infinite number of alternate scenarios, which can be considered by investors, staffers and decision makers. As a result, individual projects can evolve during the course of the entitlement process at a higher velocity, with greater accuracy, and with greater transparency for the public as well.

Speaking of transparency, Fort Lauderdale’s Downtown development community has taken the lead in the use of technology to include the public in the redevelopment process. Development documents were once only found in the volumes and volumes of paper documents in city hall, and even to professionals, it was often difficult to review paperwork associated with specific projects. All projects must now be submitted in digital format, offering easy accessibility to the neighbors and other interested parties.

Perhaps most unique to the Fort Lauderdale community is the innovative approach the private sector takes to integrate technology with proposed development initiatives. Recently, I worked on a controversial project that faced significant opposition when first launched. But instead of ignoring the situation, the developer put technology to work. Fueled by iPad-powered ambassadors near the proposed site, the developer brought details, images and specifics right to the most directly impacted residents and businesses. The result? A more transparent and engaging entitlement process, which culminated in the approval of one of the most exciting and progressive residential developments in South Florida.

Of course, Facebook and other social media platforms have brought a new perspective to the development process as well. Impacts are discussed, neighborhood needs are better addressed, and solutions are presented in an interactive way that we could never imagine just a decade ago. So while drones might not have a place in the development of Fort Lauderdale’s Downtown just yet, new technology has fundamentally changed the way we do business in a very positive way.
Art and Technology
Another Way to Humanize the Travel Experience

In addition to the classical mediums of art such as paintings and sculptures, artists are creating some amazing things with sound and light, cable or video — and in Broward County’s Public Art and Design Program, there are quite a few of these installations, particularly at the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.

It seems only natural that the world of art be affected by the technological revolution. In fact, there may not be any aspect of life that hasn’t been affected by technology. It’s par for the course, a new day. There is no way to get around it. Some are fighting it, as change can be challenging, and others feel it dehumanizes the daily experience of life. So here is a little story about technology that enhances the human experience — a refreshing take on a robotic point of view.

Artist Jim Green intended for his sound art, “Musical Warning Beacons,” installed at six baggage claim carousels at FLL, to “celebrate arrival and increase regional identity,” he said. “Each beacon has its own distinct sound — boat horns with sounds of the ocean, beckoning steel drums … all sound art substituted for the generic buzz alarm customary at many airports.” Green also created “Talking Vestibules” at the airport, a sound artwork that simulates human interaction as travelers pass through selected entryways, their movement triggering a musical chime followed by an affirmative greeting or compliment such as, “You’re looking good today,” and “Nice shoes!”

“I intend for the artwork to create a serendipitous experience for travelers; I believe public art functions best when it humanizes public space,” Green said. Serendipitous technology … hmm. If you are more technologically inclined, visit www.broward.org/arts and enter the online gallery to listen to these sounds or see videos of passengers responding to “Talking Vestibules.” The entire Broward County Public Art and Design collection can be viewed online.

‘Wavescape,’ by Artist Paul Demarinis, Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport

‘Wavescape’ by artist Paul Demarinis is another form of art and modern electronics, this time designed to enhance the walking experience from the parking lot at the airport into Terminal 1. As travelers move across a 75-foot span pedestrian bridge connecting the Hibiscus parking garage to Terminal 1, their movements trigger electronic sensors in each direction. This activates sound systems that deliver predetermined and prerecorded sound. “Wavescape is a 20-channel digital audioinstallation that combines more than 500 individual audio samples recorded in the vicinity of Fort Lauderdale,” Demarinis said. “These sounds represent the natural, human and man-made environments.” The sound of water, waves and seaside or daytime nature sounds, including the sounds of many species such as birds and alligators, may be heard. After dark, the sounds of crickets and frogs and the hum of city lights create an experience with nature, in an otherwise concrete, metal and interior world.

Art seems to turn perspectives upside down. Some even say this may be its purpose. Things are no different at the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport and Broward County’s Public Art and Design Program. Technology and art unite to enhance the human experience, challenge the status quo and create an aesthetic for a public space.
SOUTH FLORIDA’S HOTTTEST Fashions

AFFORDABLE DESIGNER FASHIONS | HANDBAGS | JEWELRY | ACCESSORIES FOR ALL SHAPES AND SIZES

Bella Me Boutique
Beautiful Clothes for Beautiful People

BELLAMEBOUTIQUEFL.COM  |  954.938.7040  |  5975 N. FEDERAL HWY FT. LAUDERDALE
(NEXT TO PANERA BREAD / ACROSS FROM THE FERRARI DEALERSHIP)
1. Richard Cannone and Steve Arcamonte  
2. Neil LeCorgne and Irene Dupont  
3. Rene Cantu and Nicole Siu  
4. Jason Crush, Sandra Mayor and Bob Birdsong  
5. Joe Acquaviva, McKenley Romeo, Juliet Roulhac and Andre Sesler  
6. Howard Elfman and Michael Marshall  
7. Sonia Siesholtz and Doug McCraw  
8. Sebastian Vela and Chuck Britzmayr  
9. Lisa Schiller and Frank Terzo  
10. Jamie Remacle and Jane L. Carrié

Trustee and corporate level members, sponsors and invited guests gathered at the Riverside Hotel for the July 14 Power Mixer.  
Riverside Hotel served complimentary drinks and small bites. Sponsors Regent Bank, Florida Power and Light, and Rice, Pugatch, Robinson and Schiller provided a very enjoyable evening of networking.

For information on becoming a Riverwalk member, go to www.goriverwalk.com or call Brandon Stewart at (954) 468-1541, ext. 200.
HELP PAVE THE WAY TO A BETTER COMMUNITY WHILE CELEBRATING NEW MILESTONES!
Commemorate your important date with a brick along Fort Lauderdale’s Riverwalk. Riverwalk’s Signature Bricks are available for any occasion and make perfect gifts. Bricks are installed once a month, so order yours today! Gift certificates available.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
VINCE & BETTY
MARCH 1, 1952

LEAVE YOUR MARK...
AT THE RIVERWALK FOR GENERATIONS TO COME!

For more information, call the Riverwalk at (954) 468-1541 or visit www.GoRiverwalk.com.
MEMBERSHIP

Member Profiles

Members of Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale express their support and join us in our mission of building a vibrant community. Riverwalk supports Downtown’s diverse, mixed-use community of arts and entertainment establishments, business, residential, judicial, educational and marine interests. To join, visit www.goriverwalk.com/membership.

JULIET MURPHY ROULHAC
Florida Power and Light Co.
Regional Manager of External Affairs at Florida Power and Light Company.
CORPORATE

Fort Lauderdale has appropriately been dubbed the Venice of America. It is a beautiful city, with abundant offerings. The Riverwalk is one of its most precious gems. I have lived, worked and played in the area for almost two decades, and it just keeps getting better. I immediately recognized the value of partnering with Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale, to continue to improve and maintain our unique and exciting Downtown Fort Lauderdale culture. In my role with FPL, I develop regional strategies to manage governmental and community relations with elected officials and major stakeholders. It is very rewarding, but also very demanding. It is wonderful to have the Riverwalk as a place to go to decompress and relax. My family has fully reaped the benefits of the Riverwalk as fervent patrons of SunTrust Jazz Brunch, local restaurants, the theater, and art shows. Then we save the best for last and walk along the river.

JOSH VAJDA
Owner and president, Precision Paddleboards
TRUSTEE

I was first introduced to Riverwalk at Get Downtown, a fantastic outdoor happy hour event. Over the years as a volunteer, member and board member, I’ve seen how Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale has worked to make Downtown Fort Lauderdale a vibrant, healthy, active and connected community. Their focus on activating the New River waterway means one of our city’s greatest resources and attractions gets the attention it deserves, and that improves the quality of life for all residents while appealing to visitors. Precision Paddleboards offers new and used stand up paddle boards at its shop in Fort Lauderdale, and lessons, rentals, and guided tours from their Paddle Riverwalk location every weekend at Esplanade Park.

DAN BUCHWEITZ
Manager, Business Development, MHG Insurance Brokers
EXECUTIVE

I never meant to leave South Africa, but when the opportunity arose to work on yachts, I couldn’t resist. See the world from a luxury yacht and get paid, too? I would have been crazy to turn it down. I worked on yachts for six amazing years; I met my wife onboard and when we decided to settle in one town, we wanted to find a mix of stability for building a family and the same energy we had enjoyed working on yachts. Fort Lauderdale was an easy choice.

I joined MHG Insurance Brokers as Business Development Manager in 2013. MHG has always had a great reputation within the yachting industry and the local community, and after meeting and getting to know some of their team, I knew I wanted to work with them. I feel fortunate to have found a position that allows me to continue working with yacht captains and crew by helping them to understand and navigate the intricacies of global insurance.

We’ve been living in Fort Lauderdale for 11 years now, and I can’t imagine living anywhere else. Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale is a great organization that we truly appreciate. Whether it’s enjoying the SunTrust Jazz Brunch, attending Riverwalk events or taking our son to watch the boats go by in Riverwalk Park, my family and I love being a part of this community.

In addition to supporting Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale, I am a member of the Florida Yacht Brokers Association, US Superyacht Association and Young Professionals in Yachting, and I volunteer with the Freedom Waters Foundation. I am also a member of the Marine Industry Cares Foundation and recently participated in the Sixth Annual Spin-A-Thon, hosted by Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale and held at Esplanade Park. As a father, I am pleased to take part in such an amazing event, which brings the marine and local business communities together to raise money and awareness for charities supporting children and families in our community.

CLAYTON SWART
Manager, Business Development, MHG Insurance Brokers
EXECUTIVE

I never meant to leave South Africa, but when the opportunity arose to work on yachts, I couldn’t resist. See the world from a luxury yacht and get paid, too? I would have been crazy to turn it down. I worked on yachts for six amazing years; I met my wife onboard and when we decided to settle in one town, we wanted to find a mix of stability for building a family and the same energy we had enjoyed working on yachts. Fort Lauderdale was an easy choice.

I joined MHG Insurance Brokers as Business Development Manager in 2013. MHG has always had a great reputation within the yachting industry and the local community, and after meeting and getting to know some of their team, I knew I wanted to work with them. I feel fortunate to have found a position that allows me to continue working with yacht captains and crew by helping them to understand and navigate the intricacies of global insurance.

We’ve been living in Fort Lauderdale for 11 years now, and I can’t imagine living anywhere else. Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale is a great organization that we truly appreciate. Whether it’s enjoying the SunTrust Jazz Brunch, attending Riverwalk events or taking our son to watch the boats go by in Riverwalk Park, my family and I love being a part of this community.

In addition to supporting Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale, I am a member of the Florida Yacht Brokers Association, US Superyacht Association and Young Professionals in Yachting, and I volunteer with the Freedom Waters Foundation. I am also a member of the Marine Industry Cares Foundation and recently participated in the Sixth Annual Spin-A-Thon, hosted by Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale and held at Esplanade Park. As a father, I am pleased to take part in such an amazing event, which brings the marine and local business communities together to raise money and awareness for charities supporting children and families in our community.
WELCOME NEW AND RETURNING MEMBERS

EXECUTIVE
Kevin Lawhon
Northwestern Mutual

TRUSTEE
Lacey Brisson
BB&T
Bonnie Clearwater
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale
Jacqui Hartnett
Starmark

INDIVIDUAL
Richard Edsall
Joey Epstein
Amanda Lachs
Chip LaMarca
Lynn Mandeville
Jassamine Redington
Rita Rodriguez
Jerry Vogel

---

Tutor Time Fort Lauderdale has a New Name & Location

- Accepting children 6 weeks – 5 years
- Full & Part-Time Programs
- APPLE and Gold Seal Accreditations
- Building & Classroom Security System
- VPK Provider
- Family owned/operated since 1994

New River Child Care/Learning Center
120 NW 7th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale
(Downtown, just north of Broward Boulevard)

954-462-7746  NewRiverChildCare.com
Leyla Hernandez-Donoso, a freelance epidemiologist, moved her ‘office’ to Axis Space in Downtown Fort Lauderdale. The collaborative co-working property offers nontraditional amenities.

One of the biggest perks is the office’s unobstructed view of the New River.

CALLED “A CO-WORKING COMMUNITY,” Downtown Fort Lauderdale’s newest addition is Axis Space, an innovative place to work that reinvents the modern cubicle and revolutionizes the way young entrepreneurs do business.
Founded by Sebastian Vela, Alex Yokana and Jario Vela, Axis Space brings something never before seen to the Downtown area. The company takes the traditional workplace and adds a community of creative thinkers and tons of amenities to make the average nine-to-five job a lot less dull.

Leyla Hernandez-Donoso, a customer of Axis Space, recently moved to South Florida and works as a freelance epidemiologist. Her biggest dilemma was that her company had no office in Downtown Fort Lauderdale, but then she stumbled upon Axis Space.

“I don’t like to work at home alone,” Donoso said. “My work is very isolated which is why I joined the community at Axis Space.”

Hernandez-Donoso, along with many other young professionals, chose the company to meet and share ideas with new people. “You really meet people from all different fields,” she said. “My area is very scientific, but being here really increased the spectrum of people I can meet.”

Along with being a part of a growing, intellectual community, daily caffeine, co-working meetups, graffiti walls and open ground space are just a handful of what you can expect to find at Axis Space.

The company stands as Florida’s largest collaborative co-working property. At 20,500 square feet, a variety of indoor and outdoor space spans four unique floors. The first two floors solely house entrepreneurial co-working space, the third includes open, multi-use event space, and the fourth floor contains 32 offices directed at larger startup teams or corporations interested in satellite offices.

One of the biggest perks is the office’s unobstructed view of the New River and constant sunlight piercing into the workspace, adding a blissful feeling to the average workday.

If you thought all of the above could not be topped … think again. Axis Space offers its members access to comforts such as a full-service gym and spa and a rooftop pool all integrated into the complex. If you’re wondering how to quickly become a member of this wonderland for freelancers, entrepreneurs and independent and mobile workers alike, have no fear … the process is extremely simple.

“I’ve been waiting for a co-working community to establish in Broward,” said online marketer Steven Alig. “Once I went to Axis Space. I fell in love right away.”

For the last two and a half years, Alig has worked remotely for SoFla Web Studio. However, about two years in, he began looking for a co-working space to get out of the house more. “The location and vision for the company is unlike anything I’ve ever seen locally in Broward,” Alig said.

Founder Sebastian Vela says this is just the beginning for Axis Space. As he and his team continue to spread the word on the modern-day way to work, a vibrant community has already formed within the open workspace.

“It’s really about forming a great community, not just renting a space,” Vela said. “I want as many people to join as possible to have more collaborations and people from different fields all under one roof.”

Clarissa Buch is a freshman at the University of Missouri’s School of Journalism. She is studying magazine management and publishing, business management and international studies.
“Once I went to Axis Space, I fell in love right away.”
—STEVEN ALIG

“\[\text{My area is very scientific, but being here really increased the spectrum of people I can meet.}\]
—LEYLA HERNANDEZ-DONOSO
IS THERE A LOCAL APP FOR THAT?

EXPLORING OUR FAVORITE FORT LAUDERDALE APPS

There’s no need to leave your area when you can go geocaching right here in your backyard.

PayByPhone app allows you to find the most convenient parking spots near you.

The Sun Trolley Tracker allows you to track the trolley.

The Sun Trolley Tracker allows you to track the trolley.

The Sun Trolley Tracker allows you to track the trolley.
Many people these days possess a smartphone. I think we’ve all heard that familiar phrase, “there’s an app for that.” Ranging from games that have you coming back to your smartphone daily to exploring the great outdoors, apps vary in many ways. This application expedition is not only a quest to find the right app to help you navigate your way through the best of what Fort Lauderdale has to offer, it may also help you discover a new favorite app.

When in sunny Florida you want to know the best spots to visit without using maps or not so accurate GPS navigation systems. Not to worry — there’s an app for that!

A neat little app you can pick up to experience Fort Lauderdale’s full potential is Intown. This app shows you what you can eat, do, shop, and where you can stay. A feature also shows times for the Water Taxi. For golfers, it shows the best locations for golfing, and like anything else in this app, it provides easy to access contact information so you can talk to a real person.

If you want to know information about weather and anything newsworthy, 7 News Miami will not only keep you up to date but also will provide interesting things to read. If watching the news is a part of your daily schedule, consider adding this app.

If you enjoy exploration and finding things that are hidden for the simple reason of being found, try downloading an app called Geocaching Intro. This free version of a $10 app still abounds with capabilities. It mixes regular geocaching’s sense of excitement and adventure with the scenic aspect of the wonderful area we live in. There’s no need to leave your area when you can go geocaching right here in your backyard.

We all know how hard it is to find a parking spot at the beach. A simple yet quick solution for your parking dilemma is the app PayByPhone. This app allows you to find the most convenient parking spots near you. You can pay for the parking spot with your phone; all you have to do is type in the parking spot number and you’re done! A feature allows you to pin the parking location on a map so you can return to your vehicle with ease.

The Sun Trolley is one of many ways to get around Fort Lauderdale and could also be the most convenient. All you have to do is wave at the trolley and hop aboard. How can you find the nearest trolley, you ask? The Sun Trolley Tracker allows you to track the trolley, hence the name. It helps you find activities around you that the trolley can take you to. Whether you need to make it in time for a reservation or want to relax at the beach, the Sun Trolley app will fulfill your need for fun in the sun.

If you’re in town for the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show Oct. 30 through Nov. 3, or just a fan of it, MyBoatShow tells you when and where the events will take place and also has a map showing each boat and info on it. It provides food spots and restroom locations as well.

If you want to explore the vast depths of the ocean and want a handy app to help you out, try the Lauderdale diver app. The Lauderdale diver app has a loyalty program, with which you can get discounts if you check in multiple times. A list includes all accessories necessary for your diving excursion. You can also make an appointment for diving lessons.

Surfing or swimming the beach isn’t as enjoyable at high tide. You need to be on a need-to-know basis when it comes to catching the right waves. With Tides Near Me, you can select almost any body of water, including ones in Fort Lauderdale and know the tide in advance so that way you can be prepared in knowing what kind of waves you will be up against.

If you’re an art fan or an artist yourself you will take kindly to the FAT Village app. You can share photos with the community as well as view other user submitted ones and check out the date for the next art walk. A map shows the nearest art studios.

If you enjoy seeing old mysterious and wonderful things or just like to explore the outdoors with the added benefits of beautiful sights, then download the Fort Lauderdale Map and Walks app. Lose yourself within the scenic environment without getting lost; you will always know where you are going and enjoy almost every sight Fort Lauderdale has to offer.

For drone lovers, there’s an app just for you, Drone Ace. This app allows you to control your drone via iPad or iPhone, and shows what the drone sees and is capable of recording or taking pictures of your view. If you have an older device or don’t want to deal with lag, there are two other substitutes for this app: Drone RC and Drone Master. ☝️

Jarod Crush currently resides in Fort Lauderdale and is a junior at Cardinal Gibbons High School. He has spent his summer as an intern for Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale and Go Riverwalk Magazine.
While there is not a military strike on Fort Lauderdale, there is a new technology that has been taking over the city. Drones are popping up everywhere in YouTube videos to the airspace over beaches and parks.

What exactly are drones, though? Drones, otherwise known as small unmanned aerial vehicles, are remote transmitter controlled miniature helicopters that instead of using just one giant propeller can have up to eight. While the drones do not come equipped with cameras, they are designed to hold a GoPro camera, which can be purchased for about $400. The GoPro footage that is taken in flight is high quality and can later be downloaded to a computer for viewing. To the owners of drones, all parts of the city have come to look like prime flying zones where they can try their hand at flying and gain a fresh, aerial perspective of Fort Lauderdale.

One future drone owner, John Floyd Sr. of The Media Lab Inc., decided to order one to use as a new tool for his business, which produces corporate videos. He said that it will allow his company to “shoot shots that you couldn’t get anywhere else,” because it eliminates the need for jib arms and can wirelessly “cruise and hover, with amazing photo quality. It’s all HD.”

St. George Guardabassi of Berger Commercial Realty has also taken an interest in drones for similar reasons as he plans to use his to take pictures of property listings for clients. He added that he is “not going to actually fly a plane so this is the next best thing.” Guardabassi has taken his drone on vacation, the boat, and to the beach to record videos from a “perspective that you can only get from a plane or a helicopter” and said that a drone “is even better because it allows you to get so close.” He owns a Phantom 2 from DJI which he said is the “most advanced one available at an affordable price,” going for $1,800.

Jim Harrison of Frank and Jimmie’s Propeller is a drone owner who uses his purely for enjoyment but he has been kind enough to help at Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale events with his drone experience. Since Harrison first got into drones, he has run into a few problems because he likes to fly over the water and did crash a drone earlier this year, which left it ruined. Crashing the drone seems to have been an enlightening experience, though, because it showed him that he would prefer to fly the smaller, less expensive drones such as the
ABSOLUTE MAKEOVER

REFINISH YOUR OLD PATIO FURNITURE
TRANSFORM YOUR OUTDOORS.

POWDER COATING | SANDBLASTING LARGE SELECTION OF METAL FINISHES | CUSTOM FABRIC CUSHIONS
SLINGING STRAPPING | GATE RESTORATIONS | GLOSSY | METALLIC | CLEARS | FLATS | VEINS | HAMMER TONES | CANDIES | GLITTERS | WRINKLES | SUPER DURABLE AND MARINE GRADE POWDERS

ABSOLUTE PATIO FURNITURE RESTORATION
1254 N.W. 21st Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Ph. 954.917.2715 | Fax. 954.917.2706
www.absolutepowdercoat.com
Phantom from DJI that run for roughly $1,000 to $2,000. The pricier drones that go for around $5,000 are just too expensive to run the risk of losing in a matter of seconds, he said.

Harrison added that his chief concern is safety so he likes to fly light drones that are about three pounds and wouldn’t cause damage if they hit someone or something. Additionally, he said he feels that there is a negative connotation associated with the heavy duty, black drones because they “look more menacing and military,” so he prefers to use the small, white ones because they “look like toys,” and do not scare people.

This is a central concern because he wants people to be comfortable with him flying around them as sharing the experience and videos with others is what makes it truly enjoyable.

While ordering a drone is one way to get started, Jason Crush of Crush Law is a veteran drone flyer who builds them himself. Crush currently has five drones that are flying ready, but has built 20 drones since he first began flying. He calls it a “pure fun and cathartic” hobby which he has generously shared Riverwalk, filming events and lending his drones. He said that building drones isn’t as difficult as it seems since really all that is needed is a symmetrical object on which to attach the propellers and flight stabilizing technology because “electronics can be used on really any frame” — it just has to be balanced.

Drones have increased in popularity both because of more affordable commercial models and improved battery life. They are now outfitted with the same lithium polymer battery used in a cell phone or laptop. Such batteries provide longer battery life and therefore longer flying time, making drones more practical and enjoyable.

Crush’s largest drone has six propeller blades that carry the frame and an attached camera that he set on a gimbal, or pivoted support, to allow for smooth video. This along with his own homemade fold up landing gear makes for some of the best footage of Fort Lauderdale’s beaches, parks and water.

Crush said he anticipates seeing a lot changes come to the drone world within the next year and feels that they will be both positive and negative. While the technology will likely advance further, there is talk of the Federal Aviation Administration taking measures to regulate and limit the use of drones. Crush and Guardabassi worry about the future of drones and whether their use will continue to be available to the public at all.

Crush, an attorney, said drones are “going to be regulated somehow,” it is just a matter of when, and his greatest concern is that the Federal Aviation Administration would like to see drones outlawed completely. While recent news reports have noted that people feel threatened by drone use, it seems that installing moderate regulations could have the potential to make drones more accessible and less intimidating to the public. Crush feels that regulations would allow people to know what rules are in place so that they may follow them and the FAA could then lawfully police drone flyers and make drone flying even safer.

In terms of the legality of drones at this point, though, drone flying is “in limbo” as Crush described it because while it is still legal, people could be fined and would be liable if they caused any damage.

For more information on drones and how to purchase one visit www.dji.com. For information regarding legal policy surrounding drones visit www.faa.gov.

Caroline Guardabassi is a student at Elon University studying English, sociology, and anthropology. She enjoys creative writing and learning about different peoples and cultures.
A RELIABLE PLUMBER!

OUR EXPERT PLUMBERS HAVE OVER 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE...

PLUMBING By Bob
WWW.PLUMBINGBYBOB.COM

FAST SAME DAY SERVICE! ALL WORK GUARANTEED!
SERVING ALL BROWARD
WESTON | SUNRISE | DAVIE | COOPER CITY | PARKLAND
Pembroke Pines | Miramar | Plantation | Hollywood
Fort Lauderdale | Pompano | Tamarac | Coral Springs

954.472.4769
TECH’S FORT LAUDERDALE FOOTPRINT

FROM CLOUD PROVIDERS TO DATA AGGREGATION, TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES MOVE IN
Live, work and play takes on a whole new meaning as multiple technology companies make way to Downtown Fort Lauderdale. Various companies ranging from data security firms to cloud service providers now call this area home.

“There’s really a great quality of life here with being close to the water and all the available housing,” said Robin Ronne, managing director of the CEO Council of the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance. “Businesses also can enjoy the nation’s fifth best state business tax climate.”

Along with Florida not having a personal state tax, the state ranks first in the country for innovation by Fast Company Magazine, and second to do business in, according to Chief Executive Magazine. Broward County was named one of the hottest startup hubs in America, according to the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, which parallels with the recent influx of technology companies around the area.

“This is a very active Downtown environment,” said Centuric CEO Richard Rodriguez. “You can walk out of your office and have lunch or drinks, which attracts young talent to the area, and tech firms thrive off of that.”

Centuric, a full service cloud provider, is located in the heart of Downtown Fort Lauderdale on Las Olas. Rodriguez, who was born and raised in Fort Lauderdale, explained that this area is a great place for companies because the young professionals are drawn to the vivacious community.

Centuric was one of the first cloud companies in South Florida and continues to grow. Adding new customers each day, its future lies within continuing support for the software development community in Downtown Fort Lauderdale.

SRG Technology has a base in Downtown as well. The company develops platforms for data aggregation specifically for education and healthcare fields. Similarly, TW Telecom expanded to the area and specializes in business Ethernet services. Its fiber-based IP network stretches over 230 miles in the Fort Lauderdale area, ensuring they are somewhere near you in Downtown.

Dexon Software joined the Downtown community because Aldo Saetta, the general manager in South Florida, thought the area was ideal to get new customers and develop new business. Dexon creates CRM (customer relationship management) platforms for enterprise customers.

“We see that Broward County has a lot of beautiful companies that have main offices in the area,” Saetta said. “I’ve been here for 18 years, and I believe this is just a great place for business.”

Dynamix’s Chief Technology Officer Gregory Walker believes the area is a key connectivity point for the United States and South America, which is why the company’s headquarters is located in Downtown Fort Lauderdale.

“Fort Lauderdale is a very affordable place to do business,” Walker said. “A lot of people overlook South Florida to own a tech company because it’s not California or Seattle, but we do have a lot of talented people in this area. Fort Lauderdale has been really good to us.”

Dynamix services a diverse clientele with managed IT, cloud based services and voice/video communications. Another company, Thes.is Ventures, is located right off of Second Street and is a hands-on, early-stage venture fund company. Thes.is provides expertise, capital and connections for entrepreneurs.

Hollywood-based Prolexic Technologies recently moved its global headquarters and IT operations center to the New River Center office building in Downtown Fort Lauderdale creating 118 jobs and retaining 120 jobs in the area.

“The company engaged in a national site selection to do analysis on whether or not to stay in Hollywood (Florida) or Florida or to relocate to Atlanta or Chicago,” said Ronne with the CEO Council. “They chose Fort Lauderdale because of the availability of labor and space.”

According to Ronne, the combination of shopping, restaurants and location is the perfect atmosphere for technology companies. “Younger technology workers prefer a Downtown urban environment,” Ronne said. “This plays well to the strengths of Downtown Fort Lauderdale.”

Fort Lauderdale has the educational infrastructure in computer science and various other certification programs on all levels through local institutions including Nova Southeastern University, Florida Atlantic University, and Broward College.

As more companies call Fort Lauderdale their home, residents, professionals and lovers of the Downtown area can expect this vibrant community to keep growing in all aspects.

“I think we have a new generation and wave of candidates that didn’t exist before,” said Dynamix CTO Walker. “Everyone looked at Florida as a place to relax and vacation, but now that’s changing.”

Clarissa Buch is a freshman at the University of Missouri’s School of Journalism. She is studying magazine management and publishing, business management and international studies.
CAPTURING RIVERWALK
POSTER CONTEST HONORS RIVERWALK’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY

WRITER LYNN PETHMAN STOCK

This past spring, Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale invited area artists to help us capture the essence of the New River, Downtown Fort Lauderdale and the Riverwalk. Almost 15 artists submitted entries for our 2014 poster contest, in honor of the Riverwalk’s 25th anniversary.

The styles were quite diverse — photography altered digitally, oil, pastel and watercolor, as well as abstract, geometric, traditional and vibrant. All met our main request — that the artwork reflect the Riverwalk, the river or Downtown.

Our staff consensus goes to Tiffany Beasi’s artwork of her simply titled yet stunning “Riverwalk,” above right, an on our cover. But that was not the only one we liked. Here, we present our favorites and a bit about each artist.

“Riverwalk” • Acrylic
Tiffany Beasi, artist and graphic designer, Palm Beach Gardens

“Riverwalk” — This area of Riverwalk inspired me to paint this acrylic painting on canvas. I painted this amazing destination to have a magical and whimsical feeling. I showed the movement of the water curving around the dock and the Florida sunshine radiating down on the dancing palm trees.

Artist’s statement: When I start with an idea, I am inspired by music, the scenery around me or another artist’s work. Most of the time, I use acrylic paint on canvas but I do create on functional materials like shoes, skateboards, surfboards, chairs, walls and guitars.

My vivid color scheme has developed over the years from being a Florida native. The Florida landscape is bright and drowned in dynamic colors. Absorbing this eye-catching landscape has inspired my work. In addition to Florida, the colors represent my adventurous attitude and positive outlook on life.

www.TiffanyBeasi.com

“Saturday Shadows” • Watercolor
Janet Onofrey, fine art artist, adjunct art professor at Broward College, and private instructor; Pompano Beach

“Saturday Shadows” — For many years, a group of local artists would gather and paint along the Riverwalk and the historic district of Downtown Fort Lauderdale on Saturday mornings. Painting and drawing from life outdoors is referred to as “plein air” painting, a term coined by the Impressionists and translated means “in the open air.” We were originally called the Fort Lauderdale Plein Air artists.

Artist’s statement: I began painting on location with watercolor and this is one of my earlier works. Many artists prefer to work on a smaller scale outdoors and then recreate their images in the studio on a larger format. I choose to work large and capture the immediacy of the medium and complete a painting “alla prima.” We found the Riverwalk/historic area to be rich in subject matter and colors to inspire our works as well as interacting with the residents and visitors that pass by.

Artist’s statement: We live in a period of time and culture where millions
of images bombard our senses at incredible speeds relentlessly. But are we really seeing? There are things we don’t see, even when we are looking straight at them, and other things we stare at obsessively, so that we are blind to everything else. This is just human nature.

My plein air (in the open air) paintings deal with the act of seeing and the passage of time. The traditional essence of the plein air experience is to capture a moment, similar to a camera’s ability to focus on one instance of time. But in my reality, I am capturing the process of painting as a response to a direct observation. My subject matter is not particularly spectacular, but scenes that are routinely overlooked — the unseen. Often, it is merely the shape of a color that entices me to stop and focus on the randomness of the effect of light on a surface.

www.janetonofrey.com and www.pleinairflorida.org/Onofrey.htm

“Oldest Saloon on the River” • Acrylic
Richard Del Ponte, professional artist, Hollywood

Artist’s statement: I’ve been painting outdoors for years on the river, along with painting in my studio. I paint oil, acrylic, watercolors and murals, and subjects have included Shirrtail Charlie’s, now the Pirates Bar, Briny’s, bridges, Las Olas, Riverside Hotel, Elbo Room, Bonnet House, Stranahan House, the Everglades, and Hemingway’s home in Key West. I specialize in plein air painting — going on site with a blank canvas and painting the scene.

http://delponteart.blogspot.com/

“Timeless Impression” • Digital
Carey Jacobs, color manager for point of sale displays, promotional items, trade show exhibits, retail package designs and outdoor signs; large format scanning operator for fine art reproduction; and printer/prepress technician; Hollywood

“Timeless Impression” — This is my expression of a historical vision, which illustrates and honors Riverwalk’s silver anniversary. I knew when I photographed the historic bridge and riverboat, that they could serve as a superb metaphor celebrating 25 years of Riverwalk. I enhanced the image digitally to reflect the impressionistic style, which was born in the 19th century and remains relevant today.
Artist’s statement: I consider myself fortunate to be living in beautiful South Florida between Miami and Fort Lauderdale for many years now. I am inspired and compelled to show my impressions of what a beautiful place this is and what it has to offer visitors as well as those who chose to make this paradise home. As a graduate of the University of South Florida with a bachelor of arts degree in visual communications, I rely on my camera and intuition to capture images, which I later transform digitally and print onto archival canvas known as giclees. I’ve studied the great works of Benson, Cezanne, Monet and Camille to guide me through my journey of exploration and help me project my own interpretations to share.

www.etsy.com/shop/crjvisions

“An Evening by the Riverwalk HDR” • Digital
Aaron Matthews, full case picker for Walgreen’s distribution center, West Palm Beach

“An Evening by the Riverwalk HDR” — I love bridges and buildings with a passion. When creating HDR images, I believe they stand out and look amazing. With the water and the restaurants in the image as well, I thought they would stand out even more, so I chose that area.

This is an HDR image created by using a Nikon D7100 camera with 18-105 mm lens. I took three exposures in rapid succession, one overexposed, one normal and the other underexposed. The camera was set to aperture priority mode with the ISO at 100, and the aperture was F10. I uploaded the three images to my laptop and merged them together using a HDR program called Photomatix Pro, creating the image into one, bringing more detail and color. In Photoshop, I used plugins to give the image a little more pop and detail.

Artist’s statement: I have been into photography for years. Last year, I discovered HDR photography and fell in love with it. I’m an amateur photographer and this is actually the first contest I’ve entered.

“Reflections at Riverwalk” • Acrylic
Alfred J. DiMaio, professor of political science (emeritus), Fort Lauderdale

Every time I walk along the walkway along the river at Riverwalk, I am struck by the extraordinary reflections on the bluish skin of some of the buildings. These reflections combine changing images of the natural environment with the land vessels holding so much human activity. As the sky and weather changes so too do these reflections and this adds to the movement of nature and people. Eventually I decided I had to take several photos of these reflections and then some time later decided that the reflections at Riverwalk had to be captured on canvas.

Artist’s statement: As an artist, I strive to capture and convey the forces that are always swirling around us. Through art, I become the storyteller, expressing the drama and joy of life, leaving my mark in the present and projecting it into the future. Nature and ever changing relationships generate powerful currents and flows of color that continually reform and reshape themselves. Especially in South Florida, whether it be in the crashing waves or the lush palms or the bold angles of the regional architecture, the intensity of light and ever moving shapes push me even further in the use of color as a central aspect of my work.

www.alfreddimaio.com
Heart Rock Sushi

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 4PM-7PM
FULL LIQUOR BAR COMING SOON
FORT LAUDERDALE 1970 E. Sunrise Boulevard • 954 779 2735
www.HeartRockSushi.com
The minute I utter the words “fork and balls,” people grin. I think this is the exact kind of playful reaction the creators of Fork and Balls wanted. The Restaurant People and Halmos Holdings bring us another fun creation to build upon the popular restaurant scene on Las Olas. The vibe here is fun and comfortable. High top tables, comfortable booths and a killer bar make this a place I would be more than happy just popping by for a drink and dinner. The atmosphere evokes that of a great neighborhood staple that also serves hot approachable comfort food.

When we stopped by for a bite to eat, we sat at the communal high-top table and thoroughly enjoyed conversation and energy that Fork and Balls is bringing to Las Olas.

The wait staff is young, fun, friendly, red Converse-clad and attentive to customers. The menu is all about the balls! You can have any type of meatball here from classic beef to chicken or veggie, spicy pork and the house specialty of the F&B blend. All of these can come with your choice of house-crafted sauces. Fork and Balls also lets you go the sandwich route by serving the juicy treats on butter-toasted buns or as a hero.

For people thinking this is just another Italian meatball shop, let me dismiss that thought right now. There is healthier, not so heavy, fare here as well. The salads are crisp and delicious and the Brussels sprouts are oh so good. Creativity rules at Fork and Balls, with the chef’s choice daily special salads, balls and veggies. The day we stopped by, they offered a short rib stuffed ball — now that is what I call thinking outside of your typical meatball.

For those of you who might be looking to break tradition you have got to try the Fork
SMOKE ON THE WATER

BBQ Feast

ESPLANADE PARK * FREE ADMISSION

Enjoy barbecued, smoked and grilled items
from some of South Florida’s best
restaurants, starting at only $5

Live music  *  Biergarten  *  Entertainment for the entire family

RIVERWALK
FORT LAUDERDALE

WWW.GORIVERWALK.COM  
(954) 468-1541
and Balls favorites. This, by far, is my preferred section of the menu. In this section you will find everything from Grandma’s favorite with a tomato and eggplant sauce to the Texan with slow cooked chili, aged cheddar and corn tortillas. This menu is fun creative and diverse.

On my visit I tried the Toscana out of the favorites section of the menu. The Toscana features the Fork and Balls meat blend with rapini, butter beans, prosciutto, light broth and Parmesan. Now this is a shining example of why Fork and Balls is not just a “meatball place.” The dish was beautiful and the specialty blend of veal and pork made this ball selection delicious. The generous portion was juicy and flavorful. The colors and portion made the plating of the dish look as delicious as it was going to taste. What I liked most about this dish was the combination of flavors and textures that you would look for in some of the best restaurants around. The broth was awesome and complex with the combination of white wine, oregano, carrots and garlic, salted just right. The creamy butter beans were cooked to perfection and added a smoothness that was able to playfully complement the saltiness of the prosciutto while not covering the great flavor and slight bitterness of the freshly wilted rapini.

Fork and Balls is the perfect place to meet friends and co-workers after work for happy hour and dinner or if you are planning a night out on Las Olas and want good food that will not slow you down. Fork and Balls is a great place with great options; you can have your Balls on Top or Balls in Between. All and all, I’m in with Fork and Balls. I will be back and I can’t wait to bring friends and family.

Chad Thilburger is owner of Whole Heap LLC, dedicated to bringing people together through a combination of food and fun. www.awholeheap.com

**Pairing**

**Signature Dish — Toscana**

**Meatballs**, Fork and Balls blend, rapini, butter beans, prosciutto, light broth and Parmesan.

**La Marca Prosecco**

La Marca is an Italian sparkling wine that is fresh and clean, with ripe citrus, lemon, green apple, and touches of grapefruit. The finish is light and refreshing, perfect for any occasion.
FT. LAUDERDALE’S BEST WEEKEND BRUNCH!
Every Saturday and Sunday, 11 AM - 3 PM • $15 Bottomless Mimosa & Bloody Mary

WINE-DOWN WEDNESDAY’S
Half off select bottles of wine, all night!
Live Music from 7 PM - Close
KALUZ
RESTAURANT
MODERN AMERICAN WATERFRONT DINING

220 FT. OF DOCKAGE | BEAUTIFUL INTRACOASTAL VIEWS | PATIO SEATING AVAILABLE

JOIN US FOR SUNDAY BRUNCH: 11:30 AM – 4:00 PM
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH AND DINNER: SUN – THUR 11:30 AM – 10 PM, FRI & SAT 11:30 AM – 11 PM
3300 E. COMMERCIAL BLVD. FORT LAUDERDALE 33308 FL (220 FT. OF DOCKAGE) | (954)772-2209
WWW.KALUZRESTAURANT.COM | ONLINE RESERVATION AVAILABLE
Dropping in on Sweet Nectar on Las Olas

This summer, enjoy Mediterranean-inspired food and libations featuring dishes from Sweet Nectar’s custom designed menu. In addition to traditional dining, Sweet Nectar offers creative small and share portions with divine concoctions, wines and craft brews in a comfortable outdoor setting on Las Olas Boulevard.

Peter Cumplido at Sweet Nectar Charcoal Grill and Spirits has created an edgy new promotion based on the popular dating app Tinder with the help from the creative team at WebDiner, a local company that specializes in restaurant marketing, design and technology.

Bring your Tinder date to Sweet Nectar, show your match, and you and your date will enjoy a free cocktail or shared dessert. Tinder is the fun way to connect with new and interesting people around you. Swipe right to like or left to pass. If someone likes you back, it’s a match! Chat with a match to see if there is a connection. Who knows where it will go!

Sweet Nectar recently joined Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale’s membership rewards program. If you are a Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale member, you can receive up to 20 percent discount through the end of 2014. See www.goriverwalk.com/membership/riverwalk-member-rewards for details.

Sweet Nectar Charcoal Grill and Spirits
1017 E. Las Olas Blvd., Fort Lauderdale
(954) 761-2122; www.sweetnectarbuzz.com

Sweet Summer Connections

FEATURED COCKTAILS
1. Grandpa’s Apple Pie
2. Michter’s rye whiskey
3. Firefly Apple Pie Moonshine

RECOMMENDED TOP THREE BITES
1. Southern Belle
   Butter Milk Pancakes with caramelized bananas and Nutella sauce
2. Fried Chicken and Kanabec Fries with smoked chipotle ketchup
3. Crispy Soft Shell Crab BLT with Old Bay mayo, cherrywood smoked bacon and avocado on crispy Texas toast

Renée K. Quinn is QuinnProQuo’s business strategist, media socialista and community advocate specializing in Downtown Fort Lauderdale. She serves on the executive board of Winterfest Inc. and the advisory council for the Circle of Wise Women at JA South Florida.
Lulu's Bait Shack

On Fort Lauderdale Beach

Food, Fun & Fishbowls

Live Music

Never a Cover

17 South Atlantic Boulevard #212 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 (next to Hooters in Beach Place)
(954) 463-7425  |  lulusbaitschack.com  |  facebook.com/lulusbaitschack
**DAILY EVENTS**

**BEST OF SHOWS**
August
See the best artwork from the Broward Art Guild Shows. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443 www.broward.org/library

**EXHIBIT: BROWARD COUNTY’S PLAYGROUND AND TOURIST ATTRACTIONS OF THE PAST**
August
Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**EXHIBIT: A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE — YOUR TAKE ON HISTORY**
Opens Aug. 1
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society (954) 463-4431 www.oldfortlauderdale.org

**THE BRASS EVOLUTION**
Aug. 2 and Sept. 5
Pick up new and used books and gently used items. Sponsored by the Friends of the Fort Lauderdale Libraries. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**BUS LOOP**
Aug. 2 - 6 to 11 p.m.
Receive a free drink or food item at each participating venue with your paid admission, while you get on and off of the buses at any location along the route as many times as you wish. All proceeds benefit Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale, Covenant House Florida, Jessica June Children’s Cancer Foundation, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Broward County Gator Club, Charities and Jack and Jill Children’s Center. (954) 468-1541 www.busloop.com

**THE REDEYE EXHIBIT**
Through Aug. 1
ArtServe (954) 462-8190 www.artserv.org

**STARMIGHT MUSICALS**
THE BRASS EVOLUTION
Aug. 1
Holiday Park (954) 828-5363 www.fortlauderdale.gov

**FRIENDS SPECIAL 40TH BROWARD COUNTY LIBRARY BOOKS AND MORE**
Aug. 1
Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**FRIENDS SPECIAL 40TH BROWARD COUNTY LIBRARY BOOKS AND MORE**
Aug. 1
Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**YES**
Aug. 1
Hard Rock Live (954) 797-5531 www.hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com

**FIRST FRIDAY JAZZ JAMS**
Aug. 1 and Sept. 5
ArtServe (954) 524-0805 www.goldcoastjazz.org

**FIRST FRIDAYS: BOOK EVENT AND PICKERS SALE**
Aug. 1 and Sept. 5
Pick up new and used books and gently used items. Sponsored by the Friends of the Fort Lauderdale Libraries. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**ORCHID CARE CLASSES**
Aug. 2, 9, 16, and 23
The Bonnet House Museum & Gardens (954) 703-2606

**ART TALK**
Aug. 2
Sean Black, Human Nature and The Oblivion of Being. Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0227

**BUTTERFLY WEEKEND**
Aug. 2 - 3
Learn how to build a butterfly garden, participate in a butterfly release, and see the Flight of the Butterflies 3D at AutoNation IMAX 3D Theater. Museum of Discovery and Science (954) 713-0930

**2014 CREATIVE SUMMER ART ACADEMY GRADES 1-12**
Session 5: Aug. 4-15
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0239 www.moafl.org

**FLORIDA PIRATE EXPEDITION**
Aug. 4-8
Museum of Discovery and Science (954) 713-0930

**CROSSBY, STILLS AND NASH**
Aug. 6
Broward Center for the Performing Arts (954) 462-0222

**THE JETS – PLATE + PALETTE: FOOD AND ART PAIRING**
Aug. 7
College students, join the JETS for a food and art pairing event. Following a guided tour of The Miami Generation: Revisited, sample local Latin flavors with Chef Leonardo Hernandez and Chef Bibi Martinik at the AutoNation Academy of Art + Design and create an original print in the studio with instructor Amber Quimbly. Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0227

**40TH ANNIVERSARY**
Broward County Library Celebration Aug. 8
Celebrate with music of the 1960s performed by the Senior Moments — The Unforgettable Band. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443 www.broward.org/library

**SUMMERFEST FEATURING MISSION CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ROME**
Aug. 9
Each year, Summerfest hosts an acclaimed European chamber orchestra for one month of cultural performances throughout Florida and the Americas, joined by selected members of the Symphony of the Americas. Broward Center for the Performing Arts (954) 462-0222 www.browardcenter.org

**FEED ME**
Aug. 9
Revolution Live (954) 449-1025

**ORCHID REPOTTING CLASS**
Aug. 9
Bonnet House Museum and Gardens (954) 703-2606 www.bonnethouse.org

**FIRST FRIDAYS: BOOK EVENT AND PICKERS SALE**
Aug. 1 and Sept. 5
Pick up new and used books and gently used items. Sponsored by the Friends of the Fort Lauderdale Libraries. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443

**ZOMBOY**
Aug. 2
Revolution Live (954) 449-1025

**KID HERO 5K RUN/WALK**
Aug. 2
Huizenga Park
www.kidhero5k.kintera.org

**ORCHID CARE CLASSES**
Aug. 2, 9, 16, and 23
The Bonnet House Museum & Gardens (954) 703-2606

**ART TALK**
Aug. 2
Sean Black, Human Nature and The Oblivion of Being. Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0227

**COOL SATURDAYS SUMMER SPECIAL**
Aug. 2 and Sept. 6
Enjoy a tour of the historic Bonnet House estate at a discounted rate. The first Saturday of each month through October visitors will have the opportunity to experience Bonnet House Museum & Gardens at a discounted rate. The Bonnet House Museum & Gardens (954) 703-2606

**2014 CREATIVE SUMMER ART ACADEMY GRADES 1-12**
Session 5: Aug. 4-15
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0239 www.moafl.org

**FLORIDA PIRATE EXPEDITION**
Aug. 4-8
Museum of Discovery and Science (954) 713-0930

**CROSSBY, STILLS AND NASH**
Aug. 6
Broward Center for the Performing Arts (954) 462-0222

**THE JETS – PLATE + PALETTE: FOOD AND ART PAIRING**
Aug. 7
College students, join the JETS for a food and art pairing event. Following a guided tour of The Miami Generation: Revisited, sample local Latin flavors with Chef Leonardo Hernandez and Chef Bibi Martinik at the AutoNation Academy of Art + Design and create an original print in the studio with instructor Amber Quimbly. Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 262-0227

**40TH ANNIVERSARY**
Broward County Library Celebration Aug. 8
Celebrate with music of the 1960s performed by the Senior Moments — The Unforgettable Band. Broward County Main Library (954) 357-7443 www.broward.org/library

**SUMMERFEST FEATURING MISSION CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ROME**
Aug. 9
Each year, Summerfest hosts an acclaimed European chamber orchestra for one month of cultural performances throughout Florida and the Americas, joined by selected members of the Symphony of the Americas. Broward Center for the Performing Arts (954) 462-0222 www.browardcenter.org

**FEED ME**
Aug. 9
Revolution Live (954) 449-1025

**ORCHID REPOTTING CLASS**
Aug. 9
Bonnet House Museum and Gardens (954) 703-2606 www.bonnethouse.org
THE ORIGINAL DelVecchio's
Pizzeria
& ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Trust me, it's fantastic... it's DelVecchio's

VISIT DELVECCHIO'S PIZZA.COM
FOR A LOCATION NEAR YOU

NOW OPEN IN PLANTATION | COMING SOON TO BOCA RATON

THE OFFICIAL PIZZA OF THE FLORIDA PANTHERS | BB&T CENTER

facebook.com/delvecchiopizza | twitter.com/delvecchiopizz | google.com/delvecchiopizzeria
### DAILY EVENTS

**THE QUEEN OF MELODY SREYA GHOSHAL AND STARS**  
Aug. 9  
Broward Center for the Performing Arts  
(954) 462-0222

**OCTOBER IN CONCERT**  
Aug. 9-10  
Parker Playhouse  
(954) 772-9945

**HI (OUR SCIENCE GUY) PRESENTATIONS**  
Aug. 9  
The Tree of Life: Our Common Roots  
Museum of Discovery and Science  
(954) 713-0930

**THE WAYANS BROTHERS**  
Aug. 15  
Hard Rock Live  
(954) 797-5531  
www.hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com

**SHARK WEEK**  
Aug. 9-15  
Museum of Discovery and Science  
(954) 797-5531  
www.hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com

**DANCE**

**Music**

**Riverwalk**

**Art**

**Family**

**Lecture**

**Food**

**Winterfest**

**Opera**

**Suits, Stilettos and Lipstick Conference**  
Sept. 10  
The W Hotel on Fort Lauderdale Beach  
www.suitsstilettoandlipstick.com

**NATIONAL CHEERLEADER ASSOCIATION CAMP**  
Aug. 9-12  
Broward Convention Center  
(954) 765-5900

**SPEAKER ADELE GREEN**  
Aug. 11  
Topic: Flamenco Fiesta  
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society  
(954) 463-4431, ext. 16

**FORT LAUDERDALE HISTORICAL SOCIETY SPEAKER SERIES**  
Aug. 11  
Saltwater Survival  
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society  
(954) 463-4431  
www.oldfortlauderdale.org

**DOEY GOOEY SCIENCE**  
Aug. 11-15  
Museum of Discovery and Science  
(954) 713-0930

**ORCHID GREENHOUSE TOUR**  
Aug. 12  
The Bonnet House Museum & Gardens  
(954) 703-206

**RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: CONCERNING BELONGING**  
Aug. 14  
The Museum of Art invites South Florida artists Tom Sciluna, Rick Ulysse, Natasha Lopez de Victoria, Augustina Woodgate, and Antonia Wright to set up studios in the Museum’s second floor galleries where they will produce work that addresses issues of homelessness and belonging.  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
(954) 262-0227

**CLASICAL ALBUMS LIVE: ELTON JOHN’S GREATEST HITS**  
Aug. 14  
Parker Playhouse  
(954) 462-0222  
www.classicalalbumslive.com

**A WALK ON THE “WILD” SIDE**  
Aug. 14 • 6:30 p.m.  
Join chefs as they prepare a menu using only the finest ingredients nature has to offer, paired with a selection of fine wines. Menu: Mushroom Pâté; Honey Roast Duck Breast with Hazelnut Green Bean Salad; Seared Salmon with New Potatoes and Dijon Broth; Berry Panna Cotta.  
Publix at Plantation  
1181 S. University Drive, Plantation  
(954) 577-0542  
$45

**THURSDAY HAPPIER HOURS**  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
(954) 525-5500

**THE QUEEN OF MELODY SREYA GHOSHAL AND STARS**  
Aug. 9  
Broward Center for the Performing Arts  
(954) 462-0222

**HI (OUR SCIENCE GUY) PRESENTATIONS**  
Aug. 9  
The Tree of Life: Our Common Roots.  
Museum of Discovery and Science  
(954) 713-0930

**SHARK WEEK**  
Aug. 9-15  
Museum of Discovery and Science  
(954) 797-5531  
www.hardrocklivehollywoodfl.com

**DANCE**

**Music**

**Riverwalk**

**Art**

**Family**

**Lecture**

**Food**

**Winterfest**

**Opera**

**Suits, Stilettos and Lipstick Conference**  
Sept. 10  
The W Hotel on Fort Lauderdale Beach  
www.suitsstilettoandlipstick.com

**MARCH Madness**  
Aug. 14-16  
Garfield Park Springridge  
(954) 448-4484

**DEEP BLUES A MUSICAL PILGRIMAGE TO THE CROSSROADS**  
Aug. 21  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale, Horvitz Auditorium  
(954) 262-0227

**HOLY CROSS HEALTHY COOKING CLASS**  
Aug. 21  
The class will focus on gluten free entrées and will feature a cooking demonstration by Fresh Inspirations Café Executive Chef Daniel Hendon and take-home recipe cards for participants.  
Fresh Inspirations Café  
The Broward Center with the Rock ’N’ Blues Fest.  
(954) 462-0222

**HOLY CROSS INN与 possibility, and Kim Simmonds (Savoy Brown) bring hot fun in the summertime to CBP Theatre for the Performing Arts  
Broward Center  
(954) 462-0222

**CRUSH GAMES 2014**  
Aug. 22-24  
BB&T Center  
www.thebbtcenter.com/events

**PANEL DISCUSSION**  
Aug. 23  
Discussion on Cuban art with Ramon Cernuda and Margarita Cano.  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
(954) 262-0227

**CHARITY**

**ART**

**Festival**

**Food**

**Sports**

**History**

**Holiday**

**BROWARD COUNTY Main Library**  
(954) 351-4782

**CRUSH GAMES 2014**  
Aug. 22-24  
BB&T Center  
www.thebbtcenter.com/events

**PANEL DISCUSSION**  
Aug. 23  
Discussion on Cuban art with Ramon Cernuda and Margarita Cano.  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
(954) 262-0227

**MONTHLY ART ROUNDTABLE**  
Aug. 19  
With Marcia Anderson.  
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale  
(954) 262-0227

**MUSIC**

**Riverwalk**

**Art**

**Family**

**Lecture**

**Food**

**Winterfest**

**Opera**

**Suits, Stilettos and Lipstick Conference**  
Sept. 10  
The W Hotel on Fort Lauderdale Beach  
www.suitsstilettoandlipstick.com
CONCERTS, SHOWS, AND SPORTS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME

EXPERIENCE THE MOST EXCLUSIVE CLUB IN SOUTH FLORIDA AT THE ALL-INCLUSIVE CLUB RED BY STOLI

Contact Brett Weisbrot at 954.835.8157 or WeisbrotB@floridapanthers.com for more information
**DAILY EVENTS**

### SUMMER SAVINGS PASS
Through Sept. 20
Lion Country Safari, Miami Seaquarium, Museum of Discovery and Science and Zoo Miami offers a Summer Savings Pass that gives pass holders unlimited admission to all four attractions throughout the summer. Museum of Discovery and Science (954) 713-0930

### RIVERWALK’S BACON BASH
Oct. 3 • 6-10 p.m.
Join us for bacon-inspired dishes, beer, bacon, music, bacon with activities for all ages … and did we mention bacon? All proceeds benefit Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale and Covenant House Florida. For sponsorship opportunities, contact Cristina at (954) 468-1541, ext. 205, or at Cristina@GoRiverwalk.com

### ESPLANADE PARK ALONG THE NEW RIVER
205, or at Cristina@GoRiverwalk.com
For sponsorship opportunities, contact Cristina at (954) 468-1541, ext. 205, or at Cristina@GoRiverwalk.com

### JOIN US FOR BACON INSPIRED DISHES, BEER, BACON WITH ACTIVITIES
Oct. 3 • 6-10 p.m.
Smoke on the Water BBQ Feast returns this fall. Esplanade Park along the New River

### SMOKE ON THE WATER BBQ FEAST
Oct. 11 • 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Smoke on the Water BBQ Feast returns this fall. Esplanade Park along the New River

### JOURNEY TO THE SOUTH PACIFIC: AN IMAX 3D EXPERIENCE
Through Dec. 31
Museum of Discovery and Science AutoNation Theater (954) 463-IMAX (4629)

### ISLAND OF: MADAGASCAR 3D
Through Dec. 31
The film takes audiences on a journey to the remote world of Madagascar. Museum of Discovery and Science AutoNation IMAX Theater (954) 463-IMAX (4629)

### WILLIAM GLACKENS EXHIBITION
Through February
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 525-5500

### FEAST
RIVERWALK
PADDLEBOARD RIVERWALK
Saturdays and Sundays, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. $25 for a one-hour rental, $35 for a guided group tour, and $40 for a night tour. Lessons and rentals will also be available.

### CARDIO MIX WITH JOSH HECHT
6:30 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays
Esplanade Park
(954) 790-4953
Times and dates subject to change depending on weather restrictions. (954) 468-1541 www.GoRiverwalk.com

### A DOG’S BEST FRIEND
Group Classes
Intermediate Dog Obedience Class
Thursdays, 7 p.m.
Masters Dog Obedience Class
Thursdays, 8:15 p.m.
Both are six week courses.

### SEGWAY
8 a.m.-6 p.m. everyday
Take a one- or two-hour Segway tour along the Riverwalk. Training included.
(954) 304-5746 www.segwayfortlauderdale.com

### SUNTRUST SUNDAY JAZZ BRUNCH
First Sunday of the month • 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Riverwalk Park
(954) 828-5363

### FRANK LOCONTO & FRIENDS
Second Sunday of the month
Mangos
(954) 684-1399

### LAFFING MATTERZ
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings
Laffing Matterz is a live, original, musical comedy revue spoofing current events – including politics, sports, celebrities and pop culture.

### DOCENT GUIDED HOUSE TOURS
Ongoing
Historic Stranahan House Museum (954) 524-4736 www.stranahanhouse.org

### WELCOME CENTER MONTHLY ROTATING EXHIBITS
Ongoing
Bonnet House Museum and Gardens (954) 703-2606 www.bonnethouse.org/hours-fees/

### TOURS AT HISTORIC STRANAHAN HOUSE MUSEUM
Ongoing
Historic Stranahan House Museum (954) 524-4736

### THE INDIGO ROOM OR IS MEMORY WATER SOLUBLE?
Ongoing
Museum of Art | Fort Lauderdale (954) 525-5500

---

**Science** | **Music** | **Riverwalk** | **Art** | **Cultural** | **Movies** | **Festival** | **Food** | **Holiday** | **Business**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Dance** | **Theater** | **Charity** | **Family** | **Lecture** | **Health** | **Literature** | **Sports** | **History** | **Kid’s Theater**
SAVE THE DATE

bacon bash
2014

Friday, October 3, 2014
6 - 10 PM @ Esplanade Park

Free admission, bacon dishes, beer, bacon, music, activities for all ages...
And did we mention bacon!

For more information contact Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale at 954-468-1541

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT

RIVERWALK FORT LAUDERDALE
Covenant House Florida
Marine Industry Day

Recognizing the economic impact of the marine industry here; the city proclaimed June 11 as Marine Industry Day

ARC Traveling Plate

The Traveling Plate Underground Supper Club June Dining Experience at the Broward Center for the Performing Arts’ Porter Riverview Ballroom benefiting ARC Broward

Children’s Diagnostic and Treatment Center’s Transformers Reception

Bao Bar and Asian Kitchen

WANT TO SEE YOURSELF IN OUR SNAPPED@ PAGES? EMAIL YOUR PHOTOS TO MAGAZINE@GORIVERWALK.COM WITH COMPLETE IDENTIFICATION OF EVENT AND PEOPLE.
2014 FIAT 500L

Our Lowest Payment, Price, and a Money-Back Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied, return the vehicle within 3 days or 300 miles.

Double the Nationwide Factory Powertrain Warranty
to 10 Years / 100,000 Miles with every new FIAT purchase.

Discount Gas and FREE Car Washes Anytime
with Rick Case Rewards - You Can Save $100s, Even $1,000s

South Florida’s Authorized Lease Return Center
Early Lease Return or Exchange Program - no matter how much you owe, even if over mileage.

Minutes from anywhere in South Florida
I-75 Auto Mall on Weston Road • Davie

888-514-0274

Sales: Mon - Sat 9-9, Sun 11-7 • Service: Mon - Fri 8-6, SAT 8:30-4:30

rickcaseFIAT.com

†Fuel efficiency based on highway mileage on POP manual transmission model.
Connecting the Blocks
Painting of intersection at Las Olas Boulevard and Southeast Second Avenue

Friends of MODS Wine Down
At Las Olas Wine Café

Second Annual Field Day for Foster Care
Raised funds and awareness for Broward County children in foster care and hosted by ChildNet

WANT TO SEE YOURSELF IN OUR SNAPPED@ PAGES? EMAIL YOUR PHOTOS TO MAGAZINE@GORIVERWALK.COM WITH COMPLETE IDENTIFICATION OF EVENT AND PEOPLE.
MODEL YEAR-END CLEARANCE SALE

YOU CAN SAVE $1,000s

FIRST TIME ANYWHERE
Pre-Owned 10 year / 100,000 Mile Nationwide Powertrain Warranty
With 10 Year / 24-Hour Nationwide Roadside Assistance

2,000 Cars Inside Under Showroom Lights.

Our Lowest Payment, Price, and a Money-Back Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied, return the vehicle within 3 days or 300 miles.

Double the Nationwide Factory Powertrain Warranty up to 20 Years / 200,000 Miles,
Double the Nationwide Factory 24-Hour Roadside Assistance to 10 Years
with every New Hyundai, Equus, Honda, Acura, Volkswagen, or FIAT purchase.

Discount Gas and FREE Car Washes Anytime
with Rick Case Rewards - You Can Save $100s, Even $1,000s.

South Florida’s Factory Authorized Lease Return Center
Early Lease Return or Exchange Program - no matter how much you owe, even if over mileage.

ricketcase.com
In celebration of *Go Riverwalk* Magazine’s 10th anniversary, we feature a few of our favorite covers through the years.

This month, we share a cover from February 2010. The iconic wave wall along the beach displays scenes from our fair city.
ONLY 12 ADAGIO
ON THE BAY

LUXURY WATERFRONT LIVING TAKEN TO A NEW LEVEL

EXCLUSIVE
UBER ARCHITECTURE
10’ CEILINGS
2,960+ LIVING SPACE
400’+ DEEP TERRACE
SUMMER KITCHENS
GAGGENAU APPLIANCES | GAS

READY 2014
PRIVATE MARINA | NB
PANORAMIC WATER VIEWS
PRIVATE ELEVATOR
FITNESS STUDIO
ELECTRIC CAR READY
WATER TREADMILL

ONE
Sotheby’s
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

ADAGIO ON THE BAY
1100 SEMINOLE DRIVE
FORT LAUDERDALE

954.648.1158
www.adagio-ftlauderdale.com